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You then follow the edge
of the Rhine to get to the
Moor. Look out for water
voles!

Did you know that there is a secret place full
of nature, right here in Lawrence Weston?

We love it there and so will you!
It is home to amazing wildlife like deer,

snipe and the rarest animal in Bristol, the
water vole! All you need are wellies or boots

and a sense of adventure!

This photo by Jerome
shows reeds reflected
in the pond. Sit on
the pond platform for
a few minutes and
you might spot
newts, tadpoles,
dragonflies or even a
water vole!

A great place to stop
for a picnic, relax, or
to go bug hunting!

You can find out
some interesting
facts about
Lawrence Weston
Moor here.

In the summer the
reeds grow really long
here, it is exciting
walking through
them! There is a
boardwalk to stop
you getting too wet,
but you might still
need welly boots.

"I am a bird and I sit in a Weston Moor tree
And I am on a mission to tell you what I see
I can see a lovely pond in the middle of the trees
the gentle wind blows my hair
And the clouds gently move like a wild life snail
When I breathe in I can feel the real life air
And this is the real life Weston Moor
When I look at it, it feels so, so AMAZING!"

photo by Adam Chlebik

To get to the Moor, walk along
Lawrence Weston Road and
turn right just before the road
goes over a little bridge.

Explore Lawrence
Weston Moor

This leaflet is made by Avon Wildlife Trust & the
talented pupils of  Our Lady of the Rosary Primary

School. The map is made by the artist and illustrator
Rebecca Howard. 
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Poem by Alana, year 5

Painting by Eleanor, year 6


